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Terms and Conditions  

As with all kinds of business there must be some ground rules to go back to, should there ever be a disagreement. 

My first advice is, if you have a problem, please tell me. I want you to enjoy the learning experience. 

The following terms and conditions represent the basis upon which driving lessons and courses are offered to you 
by Noman Gandhi trading as “DriveAbility Driving School”. 

What is my cancellation policy and why do I have one? 

My cancellation policy is described in detail in Clause 6 overleaf. 

The lessons I give form the basis of my income. Because of this I need to ensure that lessons booked do actually 
proceed. To be fair to you and me, I recognise that there will be times that there is an urgent need to change or 
cancel lesson (e.g. doctors/hospital appointments, emergencies etc) and I will always try and accommodate such 
events – but these should be rare occurrences! 

I will try and mitigate the loss by making cancelled bookings available to other pupils but if I cannot find someone 
else to take the cancelled lesson, I must charge you for it. At my sole discretion, I may waive the cancellation fee. 

Charges for cancelled lessons will be at your normal rate i.e. 1 lesson charge for each hour cancelled taken from 
your multi-lesson package or 1 PAYG lesson charge for each hour cancelled if you are on the PAYG package. 

Refunds of unused tuition time 

The following applies to anyone taking up one of my multi-lesson packages either at commencement or as a top-
up. 

In the event you pass your driving test with me and have unused tuition time, the total cost of lessons actually 
taken will be re-calculated by the standard price list that was current at the time the last pack was purchased and 
the difference refunded in full. Note that any cancelled lessons that have been charged to you will be included in 
this re-calculation. Please refer to the example below to see how this would work. 

No refund will be considered if you decide to end lessons before you have passed your driving test with me or if 
you decide to end the package early for any reason. At my sole discretion, I may waive this condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 

You bought a 20 pack at the discounted price of £640 and pass your test after 17 hours tuition and you 
had 1 lesson that was cancelled which attracted a charge of 1 lesson from your pack (i.e. 18 hours used 
out of 20 available). 

Assume that the price that applied when you purchased your last pack for 1 PAYG lesson was £35 and 
the 10 pack costs £330. 

The re-calculated cost for 18 hours used (17 hours tuition + 1 cancellation lesson), taking advantage of 
all discounts available, comes to: 
 10 pack (i.e. 10 hours) @ £330 
 8 PAYG lessons (i.e. 8 hours) @ £280 (i.e. 8 x £35) 
  Total (i.e. 18 hours)  £610 
 
As the package bought originally was the 20 pack @ £640, the amount of the refund to you is £30 (i.e. 
£640 already paid less the re-calculated cost of £610). 
 
As an alternative, you may also use the unused lessons to pay towards further tuition. In the example 
above, you could use the 2 hours of unused tuition for a Motorway driving lesson (2 hours) or a Night 
driving lesson (2 hours) which would otherwise have cost £75. 
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1. General Conduct (see Extra terms due to the C-19 virus) - I will always be courteous, polite, tidy and punctual. I will 
also behave in a professional and ethical manner at all times. My car will be well maintained, clean and tidy. It will 
also be fitted with dual-controls and properly insured as a driving instructors vehicle. Any claims made against 
DriveAbility as the result of an accident will be restricted to the terms of the insurance policy which is current at the 
time of the incident. Details of the policy will be made available on request. My car is a NO SMOKING area. 

2. Qualifications - I am a properly trained and qualified DVSA ADI (Approved Driving Instructor). This involves 
passing tests conducted by the DVSA before being issued with an ADI licence, passing further tests periodically to 
ensure that my teaching is up to the required standards and passing a DBS (Disclosure & Barring Service) check. 

3. Continuing Professional Development - I am committed to developing my teaching qualifications and 
standards by undertaking regular professional courses offered by various bodies including the DIA of which I am a 
member. 

4. Driving License and Eyesight - The learner must hold a current, valid driving licence (provisional or full), which 
must be produced on or in advance of their first lesson. The learner must also check that they can read a number 
plate at a distance of 20.5 metres (i.e. 67 feet - about 5 car lengths) with glasses or contact lens if normally worn. 
From June 2015 a driver (learner or licensed) must at the instructors request provide the necessary licence check 
code to allow access to their driving record. 

5. Payments - Please note that payment must be made in advance of any lesson starting. I do ask that payment 
for discounted block bookings are paid in full before lessons start. Please note: the pack or any subsequent training 
fees paid are not refundable in the event you decide to cancel the training once the booking has been accepted by 
me and a start date agreed as at this point, we will have a binding agreement. Also note that a pack will expire 12 
months after the first lesson in the pack is taken. This does not in any way affect your statutory rights to be 
provided with the goods and services you have bought. 

6. Lesson Postponement or Cancellation (see Extra terms due to the C-19 virus) - Two full days’ notice of a 
cancellation is required to avoid a lesson fee. I do reserve the right to postpone lessons if I consider the weather or 
road conditions are unsuitable or dangerous for your current skill level. I cannot be held responsible for any costs 
incurred as a result of having to postpone any lessons, for whatever reason. 

7. The Driving Test 

a) Driving tests should be booked by you after you have checked my availability. Driving test bookings always take 
priority over other lessons. Therefore, your lesson may be postponed to allow for someone else's driving test and 
vice-versa. Changes to lesson bookings as a result of this will be notified immediately. I would ask that you notify 
me immediately a driving test has been booked as my future lessons have to be booked around it; if sufficient 
notice is not given the availability of a vehicle for the test cannot be guaranteed. 

b) In the interests of client, examiner and public safety, I reserve the right to withhold the use of my car for the test 
if, in my opinion, your driving is actually or potentially dangerous. My decision on this is final. 

c) The DVSA requires three clear working days notice of cancellation or postponement of your test. Failure to 
provide the required notice will result in the loss of your test fee. I cannot be held responsible for any postponement 
or cancellation of tests by you or the DVSA for any reason. Cancellation of your test by you or the DVSA for any 
reason may also result in the cancellation of your booking with me for the lesson prior to the test as well as the use 
of the car for the test; the provisions of clause 6 above will apply. 

8. Punctuality - In their own interest learners are advised to be punctual for lesson appointments. I would normally 
wait for a maximum of 15 minutes before the full lesson would be abandoned and the lesson fee forfeited or 
become due for payment. A reciprocal waiting time may become necessary if I am delayed due to unforeseen 
circumstances. Any lesson time lost as a result of this would be made up by me either at the end of the normal 
lesson time if possible or at a later date. 

9. Learner Comfort and Safety (see Extra terms due to the C-19 virus) - In the interests of comfort and safety, learners 
are advised to wear suitable footwear and clothing which does not restrict movement. Learners must also take note 
of any medication they are taking that may affect their ability to drive safely and inform their instructor accordingly 
before taking any lesson booked. The instructor may cancel the lesson if they believe that the learner is under the 
influence of drugs or alcohol; this will be considered to be a short-notice cancellation and chargeable as stated in 
clause 6 above. 

10. Complaints - In the event of a complaint I will make all efforts to resolve the problem directly. However, please 
do not let a problem linger - notify me as soon as possible so that a satisfactory solution can be sought. 

11. Your statutory rights - These terms and conditions will not reduce your statutory rights relating to faulty or 
incorrectly described goods or services provided. If you have any doubts about your statutory rights please contact 
your local Trading Standards Department or Citizen's Advice Bureau. 
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Extra Terms due to the C-19 (Covid-19) virus 
 

Car Preparation/Clean 

a. At least once a fortnight, the car will undergo a deep clean to sanitise all hard to reach areas (also see ‘Before your 

lesson or test’ below). 

 

Day before the lesson 

b. I will telephone and/or text you to remind you of your lesson as well as to check if you, or someone in your 
household, is currently shielding, or are isolating because you have been in contact with someone who is isolating, 
or you are suffering from a new persistent cough or fever/high temperature (also see ‘Cancellation due to C-19’ below). 

 

Before your lesson or test 

c. I will telephone and/or text you before I set-off for your lesson as well as to check that you are still well (see [b] 

above and also see ‘Cancellation due to C-19’ below); this is to prevent my wasting a journey. 

d. I will prepare the car before every lesson by ensuring that all points of contact for you or I have been sanitised. 
This will include the interior & exterior of both front doors and all controls located on them, the key, the cockpit area 
including the steering wheel, control stalks & switches, gear knob, handbrake, infotainment system, seat adjusters 
& head restraints, seat belts & buckles, grab handles, central console & cup holders, bonnet release lever. 

e. I will text/telephone you when I am ready and remind you to wash your hands with soap & water; please do this 
just before you leave your house/flat. 

f. I will meet you outside the car (no handshakes) & will check if you are exhibiting any C-19 symptoms. If you are, I 
shall cancel your lesson. Note that in this circumstance, cancellation terms will apply and the lesson is chargeable.  
If this is your first lesson, I will inspect your licence (with you holding it) & check your eyesight. 

g. I will ask you to sanitise your hands with the hand sanitising gel I provide before you enter the car. 

 

During your lesson or test 

h. It is not necessary for you to wear a face mask/shield or wear gloves unless you wish to though I would advise 
that you use gloves/mask/shield when we first meet or when opening the bonnet/boot. Note that they should not 
impair your ability to operate the car safely. Please note that if you wear glasses or sunglasses, a face mask/shield 
may not be advisable as it can fog up and prevent you seeing clearly; also, a face shield may be dangerous in the 
event of the airbags deploying. If you intend to use a face mask/shield and gloves, you should bring your own but I 
will carry some just in case. Note that during the lesson I may choose to not wear gloves or, as I wear glasses, a 
mask; however, I will use gloves and/or mask when I first greet you or when I need to open the boot/bonnet. 

i. All your personal possessions (phone, wallet, money etc) must remain on your person and cannot be deposited 
in the central console area or in the door pockets. If you want, you may bring a bag (handbag, small rucksack etc) 
to hold these items but they must be placed in the boot of the car. Similarly, any bags you bring for your onward 
journey must be placed in the boot. 

j. To minimise the potential of spreading the virus, we must not share or touch the same objects (e.g. pens, lesson 
plans, tablets, sat-nav etc). Should it become necessary for me to operate the controls (i.e. steering wheel, gear 
knob, hand brake) we will stop in a safe place as soon as is practicable to sanitise those surfaces again and for 
both of us to apply hand sanitising gel. 

k. If I need to do a demonstration drive, all surfaces that you/I touch will have to be sanitised both before & after the 
demonstration. 

l. The car will need to be kept ventilated at all times. This will mean that the windows, front and back, will have to 
be kept fully or partially open. This necessarily means that the air conditioning may not be used. 
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Cancellation due to C-19 

m. In order to promote safety during this time, cancellations will not be chargeable if it has been notified to me 
before I travel to your pickup point and it is due to: 

• You or any member of your household having any symptoms of covid-19; 

• You, or someone in your household, are shielding; 

• You have been in contact with someone who has since had to isolate 

Note that in this circumstance, your lessons will be postponed until you are out of isolation. In addition, in line with 
Government and NHS advice, I will have to postpone all other pupils’ lessons until 14 days following our last 
contact with each other. 

For this reason, please do not use C-19 as anything other than a genuine excuse. 

 

n. Should you advise me or I detect your symptoms when I am at your pickup point, I am afraid that my normal 
cancellation charges will apply and this lesson will be cancelled. 

Note that in this circumstance, your future lessons will be postponed until you are out of isolation. In addition, in line 
with Government and NHS advice, I will have to postpone all other pupils’ lessons for the following 14 days. 

For this reason, I will not use C-19 as anything other than a genuine excuse. 

 

o. I may have to postpone your lessons, in line with Government and NHS advice, if another pupil informs me that 
they have to isolate or are suffering any C-19 symptoms. This would be for a period of up to 14 days depending on 
whether they have informed me under clause m or n above. 

 

p. It is also possible that I may have to cancel lessons at short notice because I have to isolate as I am suffering 
from a high temperature or persistent cough or I have been in contact with someone who has had to isolate; in 
such cases, your lesson will have to be postponed until I can resume them – typically 14 days after I have to go 
into isolation. 

 


